
This newly revised pattern is fl at at the top of the swag, with three pleats at the bottom.  A slit 
behind the pleats allow these swags to criss cross.  Swag widths are 32” to 54” and the swag 
depth is 18”.  There are no swag alteration instructions beyond these sizes.  The jabot hangs 42” 
deep.  The jabot is 8” wide on front of the board.  The jabot can be made shorter or deeper at the 
top of the pattern.

Fabric Suggestions:  The design of the swag sections display a patterned or scenic fabric nicely.  
Most drapery fabrics are alright, but soft ones work best.  Avoid bulky fabrics.  Heavy trims are 
good on the jabot.  When a trim is used, the jabot can be lined with a drapery lining.  Otherwise, 
a self or contrast lining is recommended.  Trims must be able to curve.

YARDAGE

To know the swag size you need:
Divide the board measurement into equal units.  Add 6” to each swag that will overlap at one end 
only.  Add 12” to each swag that will overlap at both ends.  Stay within a 32” to 54” size swag.

With so many different widths and repeats available today, we fi nd it works best if we give you the actual pattern 
sizes so you can determine how they will fi t on your fabric.  If your fabric is not as wide as the pattern, you will 
need to allow more fabric for piecing.

Jabot................................The pattern is....................31” wide x 44” deep

Upright or Lengthwise Cut Swags:
(Lengthwise cut, the width of the pattern will be at the selvage of the fabric)

32” wide swag..............The pattern is.....................50” wide x 29” deep
42” wide swag..............The pattern is.....................60” wide x 29” deep
54” wide swag..............The pattern is.....................70” wide x 29” deep

Bias Cut swags:
32” wide........................The pattern is.....................43” wide x 43” deep
42” wide........................The pattern is.....................50” wide x 50” deep
54” wide........................The pattern is.....................58” wide x 58” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed.

Yardage for trims:
Trims must be able to curve.

      More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

Each jabot...............66”
Each 32”swag........54”
Each 42”swag........63”
Each 54”swag........73”
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